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Materials and Methods:
There were no inclusion or exclusion criteria for articles addressing currently approved HBOT uses as covered under the
military health system. These references were provided for comparison and illustration as needed. For alternative HBOT
uses, the review focuses explicitly upon three alternative uses in PTSD, mTBI, and TBI. The review addresses any piece
of case study evidence, observational data, quasi-experimental design, or randomized-controlled trial that explored any
or a combination of these issues within an active duty population, a veteran population, or a civilian population.
Results:
The existing medical evidence does not support a consensus viewpoint for these alternative uses of HBOT. Based on the
literature review, there are four competing positions to explain the lack of consistency among the empirical results. These
possibilities are described in no particular order. First, an explanation suggests that the results are because of placebo
effects. The combination of participant expectations and subjective symptom reporting creates the potential that reported
improvements are because of placebo rather than casual mechanisms. Second, another position suggests that experiments
have utilized sham conditions which induced therapeutic benefits. If sham conditions have actually been weakened
active treatment conditions, rather than placebo controls, it could explain the lack of observed significant differences
in randomized clinical trials. Third, there has been a substantial amount of heterogeneity both in the symptoms treated
and the treatments applied. This heterogeneity could explain the inconsistency of the data and the difficulty in reaching
a consensus viewpoint. Fourth, the HBOT treatments may actively treat some tangential medical issue the patient is
having. The treatment would thus promote an environment of healing without directly treating either PTSD, mTBI, or
TBI, and the reduction in orthogonal medical issues facilitates a pathway to recovery by reducing tangential medical
problems.
Conclusions:
The mixed empirical evidence does not support recommending HBOT as a primary treatment for PTSD, mTBI, or TBI.
If applied under the supervision of a licensed military medical professional, the consistently safe track record of HBOT
should allow it to be considered as an alternative treatment for PTSD, mTBI, or TBI once primary treatment methods have
failed to produce a benefit. However, the evidence does warrant further clinical investigation with particular emphasis
on randomized clinical trials, better placebo controls, and a need to develop a consistent treatment protocol.
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INTRODUCTION
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) describes a technique
wherein patients breathe air with above average oxygen concentration in a pressurized environment, usually a tube or
chamber. The intent is to increase blood oxygen levels as
a means to facilitate healing. This technique is already well
established, and there are currently 13 FDA cleared uses
for hyperbaric chambers, including treatment of air or gas
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ABSTRACT
Introduction:
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) is a commonly used treatment for a variety of medical issues, including more
than a dozen currently approved uses. However, there are alternative proposed uses that have significant implications
among an active duty military or veteran population as treatments for PTSD, mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), and
traumatic brain injury (TBI). These applications have seen a recent groundswell of support from the operator and veteran
communities, raising the visibility of using HBOT for alternative applications. The current review will cover the existing
evidence regarding alternative uses of HBOT in military medicine and provide several possibilities to explain the potential
conflicting evidence from empirical results.
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HOW DOES HBOT AFFECT THE PATIENT?
The direct biological impact of HBOT is to increase the
amount of oxygen carried within the blood and into body
tissues. Under normal pressure at the sea level, defined
as 1 atmosphere (1 ATA), the proportion of oxygen in the
blood is most heavily dependent on saturated or oxygenladed hemoglobin as a result of the partial pressure to which
the blood is exposed. Partial pressure of the oxygen is typically high in the lungs and readily causes oxygen to bind to
any available hemoglobin, but in other tissues, lower partial
pressures causes the oxygen to be released from hemoglobin
directly into the bloodstream and allows oxygenation of body
tissues. This relationship produces a sigmoid plot, where
there is a non-linear relationship between hemoglobin saturation and the partial pressure of oxygen. Many other factors
besides the partial pressure of oxygen can affect this relationship, including carbon monoxide2 and temperature,3 although
pressure and oxygen concentration are considered the critical
factors.
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy combines these factors by both
increasing oxygen concentration of the air and increasing
relative pressure, which in turn maximizes the ability of
hemoglobin to saturate with oxygen. Moreover, the increased
pressure of HBOT is important because simply breathing gas
with higher than normal oxygen levels, normobaric oxygen
therapy, is less effective in increasing the oxygen capacity
of the blood.4 This effect is because of higher levels of oxygen that dissolve directly in blood serum at pressures greater
than 1 ATA. See Fig. 1. The end product is that HBOT causes
higher levels of oxygen to reach tissues throughout the body,
not only through oxyhemoglobin, but also because of oxygen
dissolved directly in the serum.
In clinical practice, patients enter a hyperbaric tube or environment that could be designed for a single user (monoplace
chamber) or for multiple individuals (multiplace chamber) to
use simultaneously. Patients then breathe gas with increased
oxygen concentration anywhere up to 100% compared to the
21% oxygen concentration of normal air while experiencing
an environment with increased pressure. For HBOT, common
pressures include up to 3.0 ATA, although the precise value
used during treatment varies significantly by treatment regimen, device, and conditions being treated.5 Increased pressure
allows, among other things, more oxygen to be carried in
2

FIGURE 1. Dissolved oxygen concentration in blood across different
inspired oxygen levels and pressures. Top line indicates result under 100%
inspired oxygen level, middle line indicates result under 75% inspired oxygen
level, and bottom line indicates result under 21% inspired oxygen level.

solution. This state produces greater oxygenation because
oxygen in solution can reach obstructed areas through which
red blood cells could not pass as well as enabling oxygenation under conditions with impaired oxygen transportation via
hemoglobin, such as carbon monoxide poisoning.6
To describe with greater precision, patients breathing
normobaric air typically have arterial oxygen tensions of
∼100 mmHg and tissue oxygen tension of ∼55 mmHg,
whereas the combination of 100% oxygen at 2.0-3.0 ATA can
produce arterial oxygen tension in excess of 2,000 mmHg
and oxygen tension within tissues of almost 400 mmHg.7
These levels have numerous cellular and physiological benefits to a recovering patient. Wound healing becomes expedited through angiogenesis, facilitating the migration of
macrophages and speeding epithelialization.8 These factors
ultimately maintain tissue viability while reducing the possibility of infection and potentiating more beneficial recovery conditions. However, despite these multiple mechanisms
of action which might enhance patient recovery, therapeutic benefits are rarely attained from a single visit with some
conditions requiring between 20 and 40 treatments.9
Modern HBOT is usually a safe procedure, with protocols written to avoid the physical danger of combustion in an
oxygen-rich environment and physiological danger of toxic
exposures. Even so, there are some potential side effects the
patient may experience. Common effects include middle ear
barotrauma because of the pressure changes, which can cause
ear pain, general discomfort, and difficulty with ear equalization.10 These middle ear effects are typically mild and can be
mitigated or avoided with proper ear clearing and appropriate
compression rates. The closeness of the space could conceivably induce claustrophobia, which is dependent more on the
combination of the specific chamber and individual than anything generalizable to HBOT at large. Some more extreme
side effects can occur, such as central nervous system oxygen
toxicity (seizure), pulmonary oxygen toxicity (tracheobronchitis, edema, and fibrosis), and ocular toxicity (decreased,
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embolism, carbon monoxide poisoning, decompression sickness, and radiation necrosis.1 Although there are HBOT
uses supported by the FDA, there are also claims by various organizations and individuals which extend beyond these
established uses. Examples of more controversial treatments
include the potential for HBOT treatments of cancer, mild
traumatic brain injury (mTBI), and Alzheimer’s disease. The
goal of this review is to consider the available evidence regarding HBOT to include case studies and randomized, placebocontrolled studies when evaluating the possible alternative
uses of HBOT in military patients.
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though typically temporary, visual acuity), but these issues
are rare with modern treatment protocols.10
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EVIDENCE CONCERNING HYPERBARIC OXYGEN
THERAPY: APPROVED USES
Even though HBOT has previously been demonstrated as a
safe and reliable method to increase oxygenation and facilitate
healing, the controversial issues arise when discussing the evidence for and against some of its potential uses. The best
evidence supporting HBOT comes in established medical uses
that have already received various approval or cleared uses
by governing bodies such as the FDA or professional medical organizations. There are currently 13 FDA-cleared uses
for HBOT chambers: air or gas embolism, carbon monoxide
poisoning, clostridal myositis, crush injury or other acute traumatic ischemias, decompression sickness (bends), enhancement of healing in select wounds, exceptional blood loss
(severe anemia), intracranial abscess, necrotizing soft tissue
infections, osteomyelitis, delayed radiation injury, skin grafts
and flaps, and thermal burns.11 Within these FDA-cleared
options, there remain numerous questions about the most efficacious usage of HBOT. For example, there are questions as
to the duration of benefits and which treatment time window is
best administered for optimal impact. Some evidence attained
from patients with diabetic foot ulcers suggested more benefits of HBOT in short-term usage compared to long-term
issues,12 which aligns with research that HBOT has neuroprotective effects when administered within the acute phase
of trauma.13
Despite the FDA-cleared uses and evidence supporting them, individual treatment regimens differ in pressure
applied, time of treatment, number of treatments, and overall
benefit to be anticipated from HBOT. The latter point is particularly important as it will impact choices among treatment
options and associated costs. The empirical literature suggests
that some benefit should be conferred, yet the scope and scale
of such facilitated healing continue to be a subject of debate.
One study observed a reduction in ulcer area between 33% and
62% when treating diabetic foot ulcer across a variety of protocols,12 although, even in these uses, the authors concluded
that further research was necessary to address experimental shortcomings. It is possible to selectively choose from
various studies and observe comparable benefits in diseases
ranging from cardiac ischemia to neonatal hypoxia,14 yet
moderate improvement is a reasonable expectation within the
same repeated caveat. Specifically, improvements are regularly observed following HBOT in the various FDA-cleared
uses for the treatment with the understanding that anticipated
benefits vary substantially. Ultimately, an important interpretation is that many of the current HBOT uses counter some
state in which the patient suffers from oxygen deficiencies or
would otherwise benefit from the body’s response to increased
oxygenation.

EVIDENCE CONCERNING HYPERBARIC OXYGEN
THERAPY: PTSD, MTBI, AND TBI
Discussion and research continue regarding uses not currently
on the FDA-cleared list. The most significant discussion
appears to be regarding the evidence for and against using
HBOT as a treatment for PTSD, traumatic brain injury (TBI),
or mild traumatic brain injury (TBI). There are additional
ongoing clinical investigations regarding autism and cerebral
palsy with a robust literature that likewise includes widely
variable results. However, the remainder of this discussion
will focus on PTSD and mTBI/TBI as the more relevant treatment needs for military medicine, and literature concerning
other disorders such as autism and cerebral palsy will not be
reviewed here (The website https://clinicaltrials.gov/ offers a
searchable database of ongoing publicly funded and privately
funded clinical trials. To explore current clinical trials involving HBOT beyond mTBI, TBI, and PTSD, we recommend
searching this website.).
The evidence for HBOT in PTSD/mTBI/TBI is controversial because the results are so mixed in the empirical
literature and strong proponents exist both for and against the
method. Preliminary evidence supporting the use of HBOT
for these conditions comes from case studies with anywhere
between 1 and 6 patients as a part of the treatment. These
examples demonstrate improvements in neuropsychological
functioning for mTBI,15 chronic TBI,16,17 and improvements
in PTSD symptoms.18,19 Alternatively, some case studies
could caution medical professionals about rare complications
such as tension pneumocephalus because of unrepaired skull
fractures.20
However, this evidence should be interpreted with caution for several reasons. The primary reason is that causal
factors are much more difficult to isolate in case studies compared to randomized, placebo-controlled studies, which limits
the conclusions that can be made from these observations.
Additionally, case studies are inherently prone to publication bias.21 The point being that suggestive or exciting results
tend to be published, whereas the failures and less surprising
outcomes tend to be withheld. Substantial improvements and
rare complications both fall into the more evocative category
and increase the visibility of these cases through a publication bias. Even so, case study evidence should be considered
alongside the greater contextual evidence supporting or refuting HBOT for these more controversial conditions, but this
evidence should be considered alongside the results of more
carefully controlled clinical investigations in humans.
Several clinical trials primarily dealing with postconcussion syndrome have demonstrated significant improvements in cognitive testing and quality of life assessments
following HBOT treatments.22,23 Patients undergoing HBOT
or even a combined hyperbaric hyperoxia and normobaric
hyperoxia treatment24 have exhibited reduced mortality rates
and numerous beneficial conditions to include increased cerebral blood flow.25 There are also some pieces of empirical
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WHY SO MUCH CONTRADICTING EVIDENCE FOR
HBOT IN PTSD, MTBI, AND TBI?
The evidence thus far provides very disparate findings when
HBOT is specifically evaluated in the context of PTSD or as
a therapy following a post-concussive event—either of which
have significant implications for military medicine. Unfortunately, there are multiple discrepancies between studies that
prevent simple comparisons between conditions. For example, some studies utilize a normal treatment course without
pressurized chamber intervention as well a sham condition,
whereas other studies utilize equivalent pressure conditions
with different inspired oxygen levels. The majority of studies
follow a treatment regimen of 40 sessions across 6-8 weeks,
although there are exceptions to this too as some studies
4

will utilize fewer sessions. Differences across treatment types
and sham conditions substantially complicate any consensus
across these incongruent results. However, there are currently
four primary positions which could be offered as possibilities to explain the current findings: (1) placebo effects, (2)
active sham treatments, (3) treatment heterogeneity, and (4)
the facilitation argument. Each position will be discussed in
turn for its relevance to the wider conversation.
Placebo Effects
One position argues against the effectiveness of HBOT treatments by suggesting the observed improvements are largely,
if not solely, because of placebo effects. This evidence is supported by the failure of HBOT to produce greater than sham
benefits across multiple randomized, clinical trials when the
procedure is compared to a sham intervention.29–33 A sham
condition is essential in these randomized clinical trials for
several reasons. Foremost, simple observation over time could
be masked by natural healing during the same period, and a
control condition provides an important comparison against
the intervention technique. Second, any intervention is regularly anticipated to produce improvement because of the
expectations of the individual patient. This improvement
could be in the form of a placebo effect, where a patient’s
belief in the treatment facilitates improvement under the treatment regimen, or a Hawthorne effect, where the patient is
reacting differently because of the presence of an observer
during the evaluation.34 Each factor could be impacting the
results in a different way. For example, patients can readily
feel the pressure change and therefore predict when they are
undergoing the treatment condition, which is why a pressure
of at least 1.2 ATA is recommended to mask the pressurization
process.35 The Hawthorne effect is particularly important for
clinical evaluations assessing symptomology because an individual patient may report fewer symptoms simply because of
their awareness of the evaluation or an attempt, conscious, or
unconscious, to align with what they believe to be the desired
result.
These combined possibilities could produce seeming
improvements in cognitive or symptomatic reports following HBOT despite no reliable causal change in the individual that would support prolonged benefits of treatment.
Sham or control comparisons are the best way to prevent, reduce, or categorize the scope of placebo effects,
and when an active HBOT condition fails to outperform
the sham pressure condition in a double-blind, placebocontrolled study, a logical conclusion is that any observed
benefits are because of some form of placebo effect and
not because of a true clinical improvement in the patient’s
condition.
Active Sham Treatments
The counterargument to the placebo effects position is that
many of the sham conditions used in randomized clinical trials are not actually sham conditions—they are inadvertently
MILITARY MEDICINE, Vol. 00, Month/Month 2021
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evidence to support underlying mechanisms that might provide causal factors to explain these improvements. Notably,
HBOT can induce neuroplasticity through angiogenesis and
nerve fiber regeneration in patients who have suffered TBI
while potentially reducing inflammatory responses.26 Retrospective studies have likewise reviewed patient records
and concluded that there are significant benefits to the use
of HBOT for TBI patients and others suffering from postconcussive symptoms.27 These studies also identify several
unknowns about the treatment, such as the duration of these
benefits. One study demonstrated significant improvements
in post-concussive and PTSD symptoms, yet these benefits
lasted less than 6 months.28 This issue will in turn inherently
affect the required duration of any treatment regimen and the
expected impact on long-term quality of life.
The primary counterevidence to these claims comes from
randomized clinical trials that attempt to use sham conditions
to address the possibility of placebo effects. Essentially, case
studies and some empirical studies typically provide an active
condition for HBOT with increased inspired oxygen concentration under increased atmospheric pressure. Randomized
clinical trials also tend to provide a corresponding sham or
placebo condition that administers a variant of the active condition to make any improvements because of patient anticipation. These control conditions vary, but each approach tends to
provide one of the following: a sham control with pressured,
but non-hyperbaric environment; inspired oxygen rates lower
than room air; both partial pressure and lower oxygen rates;
or some combination thereof to create a condition intended
to simulate normal breathing or at least watered-down hyperbaric conditions. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy treatments have
failed to produce greater benefits than sham treatments across
several randomized clinical trials for those trials that included
more rigorous control conditions.29–33 Although both HBOT
and sham treatments typically produced improved performance on cognitive or symptomatic evaluations, the clinical trials ultimately concluded that the benefits of HBOT
were not significantly better than a sham treatment. Some
researchers and clinicians may therefore conclude that HBOT
is equivalent to sham treatment.
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Treatment Heterogeneity
Some authors suggest that the heterogeneity of human TBI
and issues with multiple factors, such as delayed treatment
timeline and subjective methods in outcome measurement,
could produce a misinterpretation of the results.37 This argument could explain both the mixed findings of the previous
literature and why an otherwise effective treatment regimen might not generate reliable improvements during patient
recovery. TBI and mTBI research inherently have variability in observed symptoms because concussive events rarely
produce the exact same symptomology or the same severity.
The variance is ultimately addressed through multiple studies
and replication (or failure to replicate), which should overcome the issue of variance in symptomology. HBOT research
does not have sufficient volume of empirical evidence to make
conclusive statements across symptom severity. Similarly,
there are issues in the heterogeneity of the treatments themselves, with varying pressurized levels between 1.5 and 3.0
ATA in the HBOT condition as well as differences in both
the number of sessions and length of individual sessions. The
empirical literature is still addressing potential efficacy of
HBOT in general, and treatment heterogeneity contributes to
further confusion among the results. In short, the treatment
heterogeneity argument suggests that there is not sufficient
evidence to come to a definitive conclusion regarding HBOT
efficacy because the HBOT treatments have not been applied
consistently.
Facilitation Argument
There is empirical and mechanistic evidence available that
HBOT can produce neurologically significant benefits to
a patient.15–17 These benefits are well-evidenced through
MILITARY MEDICINE, Vol. 00, Month/Month 2021

FDA-cleared uses of the treatment regimen7 and through
studies demonstrating neuroplasticity or other neurological
benefits at a cellular level.13,26 As such, there is one possibility
that HBOT intervention will produce some therapeutic effect
by improving the health of an individual following a traumatic event that caused either general physiological impairments or psychological distress. If the individual experiences cognitive and general mental functioning improvements
or physiological improvements following HBOT treatment,
these improvements could facilitate recovery by removing
obstacles in their daily lives. By this position, there are no
direct mechanistic relationships to PTSD or psychological
impairments, but the treatment may address tangential cognitive or psychological issues from which the patient is suffering. In turn, the absence of additional neurological challenges
facilitates and smooths a pathway to recovery. This position
would explain why there is some mechanistic evidence for
neurological improvement while still producing mixed results
in clinical trials when orthogonal or comorbid issues are not
fully addressed. However, we should note that this position
is only speculative. The facilitation argument ostensibly calls
for more latent variable analyses to address indirect effects in
HBOT studies and discount alternative explanations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is recognized as a safe, commonly used medical procedure. However, there is an ongoing
debate among the medical literature regarding the efficacy of
HBOT as a potential treatment for PTSD, mTBI, and TBI.
Reviews and opinions cover both sides of the argument with
individuals claiming both sufficient support to pursue HBOT
as a treatment for these issues36 and highly critical opinions
challenging HBOT intervention as a waste of time, waste of
money, and providing false hope to impaired servicemembers.38 At present, multiple DoD reviews from the Government Accountability Office39 and the Department of Veteran’s
Affairs11 have considered the evidence and concluded that the
robust treatment benefits observed in individual case studies have not been evident in controlled, randomized clinical
trials, thereby failing to reach a sufficient level of scientific
evidence mandating or supporting this treatment for medically
prescribed applications as far as PTSD, mTBI, and TBI are
concerned.
The strongest evidence supporting HBOT has been produced by case studies and animal models that help support
mechanisms by which HBOT could impact neurological functioning. Unfortunately, these findings have failed to transition well into human clinical trials, instead producing highly
mixed results regarding the efficacy of the treatment. The current, most reliable conclusion is that HBOT can be safely
used for its FDA-cleared applications, and while its minimal
risks make it a potential adjunct treatment regimen for other
issues to include PTSD, mTBI, and TBI, there is not sufficient
clinical evidence at the present time to support its use as a
5
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active conditions that likewise produce a therapeutic benefit.36 This argument is sometimes referred to colloquially as
the “sham-is-not-a-sham” position. Under this premise, active
conditions are not outperforming sham conditions because the
“sham” conditions are actually producing a reliable, albeit
smaller, treatment effect contributing to greater difficulty in
achieving a statistically significant difference between conditions. This argument could be a factor in combined conditions
of higher pressure and inspired oxygen levels greater than
room air. Pressurizing air between 1.2 and 1.3 ATA produces between a 33% and 49% increase in dissolved oxygen
in the bloodstream. Combined with the lack of guidelines
for oxygen and pressure combinations among this alternative treatment, supposedly sham conditions could increase
dissolved oxygen content in the bloodstream (e.g., because of
increased pressure intended to simulate full treatment pressurization) and induce similar therapeutic conditions to the
actual active treatment. If studies are not suitably powered
to detect statistical differences between two active treatment
conditions of varying effect size, then the result would be a
non-statistically significant difference for a real effect.
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SEARCH PROCESS AND INCLUSION CRITERIA
Preliminary searches began with published reviews of the
HBOT literature with specific emphasis on three alternative uses: mTBI, TBI, and PTSD. “Hyperbaric oxygen therapy” was entered into multiple databases such as PubMed
and Google Scholar, along with the additional terms of
“mild traumatic brain injury,” “traumatic brain injury,” or
“post-traumatic stress disorder.” This review had no limitations based upon case study evidence, observational data,
quasi-experimental design, or randomized-controlled trial
that explored any or a combination of these issues within
an active duty population, a veteran population, or a civilian
population. There were no inclusion or exclusion criteria for
articles addressing currently approved HBOT uses as covered
under the military health system. Each reference was included
to support of an illustrative point of existing uses or to describe
the process of administering hyperbaric oxygen. References
were constrained only by the maximum permissible amount
under this journal format.
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primary treatment method for post-concussive issues following military deployment or blast exposure. That said, given
the thorough track record of safety for HBOT when overseen
by a licensed military professional, consideration for HBOT
as an alternative treatment is reasonable on a case-by-case
basis—particularly where standard treatments have failed to
produce significant improvements, understanding that these
treatments may not be covered financially by the military
health system.
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